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On the Relationship Between QoS and QoE for Web Sessions

Heng Cui, Ernst Biersack

Abstract

Web browsing is a very common way of using the Internet to, among others, read news, do on-line shopping, or search for user generated content such as YouTube or Dailymotion. Traditional evaluations of web surfing focus on objectively measured Quality of Service (QoS) metrics such as loss rate or round-trip times; however, little is known how these QoS metrics relate to the user satisfaction, referred to as Quality of Experience (QoE). In this paper, we propose to use K-means clustering to discover the relationship between the subjective QoE and the objective QoS: Each Web session is described by a so called ‘signature’ that consists of a set QoS metrics and the number of elements the Web page is composed of. In addition, we use a browser plugin to measure the time it takes to render the entire Web page (full load time) and ask the user to express via a feedback button its (dis-)satisfaction with the speed at which the Web page was rendered.

Clustering the Web sessions of multiple users based on their signatures allows to discover and explain the performance differences among users and identify the relationship between the QoS measured and the QoE experienced: User dis-satisfaction is often related to large round-trip delays, high loss rates, or Web pages with a large number of elements. We also see that there is a strong correlation between the full load time and the QoE: a full load time of ten seconds or more is typically not acceptable for the users.
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1 Introduction

Web browsing is a very common way of using the Internet access as it allows to access to a wealth of information. Since there is a “human in the loop”, the time it takes to render a Web page should be small in order to assure a good user experience (QoE).

Traditional evaluations of the web surfing mainly use Quality of Service (QoS) metrics that are easy to measure such as packet loss rate or round trip times. However, in recent times the measurement community tried to “move up the stack” and try to capture the real user experience, referred to as Quality of Experience (QoE). In 2011, SIGCOMM even organized a special workshop discussing the problems in measuring user experience.

In this paper, we propose a methodology to evaluate user QoE during web surfing and its relationship to QoS, based on clustering of QoS data. We also demonstrate that this clustering is suitable to compare and explain the experience among different clients and Web pages.

2 Measurement Set-up

2.1 Architecture

Based on our previous work [1], we set up an experimental platform that uses a firefox plugin and normal packet capture to measure both, QoE related information such as user satisfaction and QoS related information such as full page load time, RTT, or packet loss rate.

- The firefox plugin, among others, enables the user to express his dis-satisfaction with the time it took to render a Web page by clicking on an icon embedded in the browser. We also use the plugin to bind each HTTP query initiated by the browser to its associated firefox window/tab, which makes it easy to associate queries with the web sessions of the users and to measure the full load time for that Web page.

- We use packet capture (libpcap format) to obtain raw packet traces that are loaded into a database for post-processing. For details about the architecture and how we combine the measured records, we refer the readers to our previous work [1].

2.2 Metrics

A typical web page can contain up to hundreds of elements. To fully render the Web page, the browser needs to load all these elements. The typical procedure for loading one element is shown in Fig.1. As is shown in Fig.1(a), for the download of each element, we extract from the packet trace the following metrics:

\[\text{http://conferences.sigcomm.org/sigcomm/2011/workshops/W-MUST/}\]
Figure 1: Metrics Related to Download One Element In a Web Page

‘synack’ is defined as time elapsed between the first client SYN packet and the corresponding ACK. ‘net.rtt’ is defined as time elapsed between the first GET query and the corresponding ACK. These two metrics can be considered as the TCP connecting and HTTP query delays observed by the end client. We also measure the TCP handshake rtt where retransmissions of the TCP handshake packets will be excluded, and it can be considered as the round-trip delay between the client and web servers

‘suservice offset’ is defined as the interval between the ACK of the GET request and the first data packet observed; in case that the ACK already carries a payload, ‘service offset’ will be set to zero. Besides the related delay metrics, we also compute the data loss and retransmissions from the server to the client as is shown in Fig.1(b). To estimate the retransmissions, we use method similar to [2], which is based on the TCP sequence number and the IPID field. The only difference is that, whenever we observe a retransmitted data packet, if such packet is not observed before, we consider it a loss; otherwise a duplicate retransmission.

To describe the QoS of a Web session, we use the metrics computed for each Web element and compute the mean over all the values of the given metric to obtain a Key Performance Index(KPI), which consists of

\[ nr., SYN \text{ACK}, NET.RTT, SERV.OFF., RTT, LOSS, D.RETR. \]

Note that \( nr. \) is the number of distinct GET requests during a complete web session, which provides an estimation of the size of the Web page size in terms of

\footnote{In case of a proxy terminating the connection requests of the client, the measured rttr will only refer as round-trip time between the client and the proxy, and not between the client and the server. However, in this paper, we do not discuss the proxy case studies.}
the number of elements. We use upper case letter to denote means and lower case to denote individual sample values.

We label the average rate of such two types of retransmissions during a web session as \textbf{LOSS} and \textbf{D.RETR} in the signature. ‘LOSS’ can be used to estimate up-stream packet loss; since our measurement point is the client host, ‘D.RETR’ can be caused by reverse ACK loss, or too short retransmission timers at the server side, etc.

Meanwhile, for the KPI, we focus on metrics captured by TCP connections and ignore DNS queries. DNS pre-fetching is widely supported by recent browsers and this causes DNS queries to occur before a real web page surfing, which makes the lookup times less useful. However, we plan to study the effects of DNS (e.g. response time, response IP, TTL, etc.) on the web browsing experiences in the future.

2.3 Methodology

To process our results and compare results among different homes, we use clustering. Since some of the values in the KPI are in different units and have different value ranges, we normalize all into the range [0,1]. For each type of metric \(i\) in the signature, we use \(\frac{x_i - \text{min}_i}{\text{max}_i - \text{min}_i}\), where \(x_i\) is the raw value for metric \(i\) in the signature; \(\text{max}_i\) and \(\text{min}_i\) are maximum and minimum values for that metric \(i\) respectively.

To cluster the results, we choose the well known \textit{kmeans} algorithm, which is an un-supervised classification algorithm that does not need any training. The tricky point in \textit{kmeans} is how to set a-priori the number of clusters: Hafsaoui et al. \cite{3} use the dimension-reduced (t-SNE) method to determine cluster numbers, while other papers \cite{4} \cite{5} propose different algorithms for automatically detecting the right number of clusters. However, these methods are either based on pure visual inspection or introduce some extra parameters.

In our case, we carry out a comparison of the results obtained for different number of clusters. We define as \textbf{error distance} the squared euclidean distance between each sample in a cluster and its corresponding centroid. Fig. 2 shows the average error over all samples for different numbers of clusters based on the data sets we will use in this paper. We see that for one or two clusters, the average error distances are relatively larger, and that the error distance rapidly decreases for three clusters or more. This observation indicates that a number of clusters which is between 3 and 5 is sufficient to achieve small clustering errors. Based on the above discussions, we use \textit{four clusters throughout the paper}. Since the initial centroids are chosen randomly, in order to achieve locally optimal clustering results, we run the \textit{kmeans} algorithm ten times and keep as result the one with smallest distance error.
3 Controlled Experiment


We emulate user browsing with three different clients that are (i) at home connected via an ADSL connection, (ii) in the office at Eurecom connected via a 100 Mb/s link to the Internet and (iii) in a student residence. All the machines are located in France. We name the ADSL home, the Eurecom office Ethernet and the student residence connections as ‘ADSL’, ‘EUR’, and ‘STEX’ respectively. The experiments are done during the same evening in three homes and lasted for around 8 hours each. Both, the ‘EUR’ and ‘STEX’ client computers are connected via a wired connection, while the ‘ADSL’ client computer is physically very close to the Access Point and uses a wireless connection. We clear the browser cache at the end of each Web session.

3.1 Global Analysis

For all the emulated web sessions in three different locations we process and cluster the original data and present the results using boxplots\(^3\), which provide the median and lower/upper quartile of a given metric. Fig.3(a) shows the global clustering results of KPI values. Fig.3(b) shows the web page distribution as pie-charts, and Fig.3(c) shows the page load time of the different clusters. In Fig.3(a) (also following figures), we indicate the cluster ID number by a number followed by a ‘\textbf{\#}’ sign in the title, and also indicate the number of sessions for a given location that are grouped in that cluster.

In Fig.3(c) we see that the Web pages in clusters 1 and 4 have page load times that are typically in the order of a few seconds or less, while the Web pages in clusters 2 and 3 have page load times of 10 seconds and more. Clusters 2 and 3

\(^3\)http://www.mathworks.com/help/toolbox/stats/boxplot.html
contain almost exclusively requests to a single Web page (see Fig.3(b)), namely sohu.com and 163.com, which are both in China. The RTTs in these two clusters are normally around 500ms and transfers in cluster 3 experience higher packet loss than in cluster 2; also the TCP handshake and HTTP query delays are large (see Fig.3(a)).

In cluster 4, the delay metrics for RTT, SYNACK and NET.RTT take values around 500ms, while there is almost no loss; all the requests go again to a single Web page in China (www.baidu.com). However, data transfers in this cluster experience an unusual large number of duplicated retransmissions, which are as high as 30%. Duplicated retransmissions can be caused by reverse ACK loss, congestion, or a too short retransmission timeout at the server. A more detailed investigation reveals that the time interval between two successive data packets with the same sequence number is around 200ms, while the RTT is around 500ms, i.e. the Web servers of www.baidu.com use too short retransmission timeouts, which results in a lot of spurious retransmissions. However, these premature timeouts do not seem to have a negative incidence on the full load time, which is four seconds or less for 80% of the Web sessions. Note also that the number of elements for this
3.2 Per-Page Analysis

Since our experiment was done at three different locations, it allows to compare the performance achieved by the different clients accessing the same web page. We saw in Fig.3 that cluster 2 and 3 contain mostly requests to two Chinese Web pages, sohu.com and 163.com. We now take all the sessions in these two clusters and apply once more clustering based on the KPIs for these Web pages in order to reveal the impact of the specific network access on the overall performance (See

Web page is very small.

Cluster 1 contains all the other Web pages such as google, amazon, ebay, orange, sina.com. Web pages in this cluster normally have a small number of elements and their delay and loss metrics for this cluster are low. The whole page can be fully loaded within 10 seconds in 90% of the cases.

When we use a different number of clusters such as 3 or 5, the clustering still succeeds in isolating the Web pages with large full load times of 10 seconds or larger in a separate cluster. We do not show the details for space reasons here.
The accesses to the sohu.com Web page are in clusters 2 and 3, while all the accesses to the 163.com Web page are all in clusters 1 and 4. The two clusters with the highest full load times are cluster 1 and 3. The client who issued the Web requests grouped in these two clusters is predominately the 'STEX' client who shares a congested access link with the other inhabitants of the same student residence (Fig.4(b)).

As another illustration of how the comparison of the performance of the access to the same Web page across different clients helps identify the influence of problems specific to a client, we use the Google Web page and show the results in Fig.5. We know that Google works very hard to keep the page download times as low as possible by placing servers close to the clients and also by keeping the number of elements of its Web page low. Among the four clusters, requests from ‘EUR’ are grouped in cluster 1 and from ‘ADSL’ are grouped in cluster 2. On the other hand, the requests in clusters 3 and 4 are issued almost exclusively from the ‘STEX’ client. The fact that the ‘STEX’ client experiences higher delays and also loss in his local access can be seen in his KPIs. Cluster 3 is interesting because of its large SYNACK values; it turns out that for cluster 3 on average one out of
5 SYN requests to establish a TCP connection does not get answered and must be retransmitted. Since the retransmission timeout is 3 seconds, we get $\text{SYNACK} = \frac{(50+50+50+50+3050)}{5} = 650\text{ms}$.

The long tail for the page load times in cluster 4 is due to the long DNS response time for some of the sessions. As we have already discussed, the ‘STEX’ client experiences more packet loss than the other two clients. We can clearly identify in Fig.5(c) that around 3% of the DNS queries need to be retransmitted for the ‘STEX’ client.

4 Home Users Surfing in the ‘Wild’

So far, we have predefined a number of Web pages that were accessed from different locations. We now present a more “realistic” case, where clients are free to access whatever Web pages they want\(^4\) and show how to apply clustering in this case.

Again, we pick three different locations, two of them are named ‘ADSL’ and ‘STEX’ which are the same clients from previous section, located in France. A third user, called ‘TO’ is located Torino, Italy. ‘ADSL’ client uses a WLAN in his home, while ‘STEX’ and ‘TO’ users have wired connections. These users randomly browse web pages with diverse geographical locations and are asked to click on the feedback button of the browser plugin whenever they are dis-satisfied with the time it took to render the Web page. We call a web session ‘poor’ when the users clicks on the ‘dis-satisfied’ feedback button and ‘good’ otherwise.

4.1 Global Analysis

We first take all the web sessions of the ‘wild’ users and cluster them globally. Fig.6(a) shows the performance metrics for the different clusters. Since different users do not necessarily access the same Web pages, we provide geographical information to classify the Web pages. We use the country and organization database from maxmind\(^5\), and for each cluster, we group all the requests and add the country name based on the IP address of the Web server. Since for Google, maxmind always returns US as country, we prefer to identify Google separately labeled as ‘Google’. Fig.6(b) shows the geographical distribution via pie charts and 6(c) shows the page load times for the different clusters. Tab.1 also lists median values for the different metrics and the number of ‘poor’ and ‘good’ sessions.

The Chinese Web pages are all concentrated in cluster 1 and 4, while the others are in clusters 2 and 3.

The Web pages in cluster 2 have typically short full load times which is for more than 80% of these sessions bellow 10 seconds. The KPI metrics related to

\(^4\) We focus on traditional Web pages and not personalized ones such as facebook, gmail, etc.
\(^5\) http://www.maxmind.com/
delay and loss are all quite low. In only 6% of the cases the users were dis-satisfied with the time it took to render the page, which is the lowest number of all clusters.

On the other extreme, users were dis-satisfied in 64% of the cases with the rendering time of Web pages in cluster 4, which is not surprising, since 90% of these Web sessions need more than 10 seconds to fully load, and 50% of the sessions need even more than 100 seconds. The KPI metrics related to delay and loss are very high: The median delay for TCP handshake and HTTP query are over 1 second and the median loss rate is above 10%. After checking the details of the web sessions in this cluster, we find most of them access the domain ‘*.*.mop.com’ (e.g. www.mop.com, game.mop.com, etc.)

Access to Web pages in Cluster 1 and 3 exhibits similar full page load times and are rated as poor 21% and 42% of the time, respectively. However, the characteristics of the Web pages and the KPIs for these two clusters are different: Web pages in cluster 3 normally have more elements than in cluster 1. From Tab.1 we also see that the median RTT in cluster 3 is around 70ms while for cluster 1 it is normally
Table 1: Statistics of the four Clusters (‘TOT’ and ‘poor%’ refer as total number of web sessions and the percentage of ‘poor’ sessions in that cluster, respectively).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cluster ID</th>
<th>nr.</th>
<th>SYNACK</th>
<th>NET.RTT</th>
<th>SERV.OFF</th>
<th>RTT</th>
<th>LOSS</th>
<th>D.RETR</th>
<th>TOT</th>
<th>poor%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 3</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 4</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1310</td>
<td>1122</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>11.7%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

around 400ms, which is not surprising since almost all the Web pages in cluster 1 are in China(CN). The median of packet loss and duplicated retransmission rates in cluster 3 are a bit higher than in cluster 1.

4.2 Per-Client Analysis

Since user dis-satisfaction is to a certain extent subjective, we want to compare the KPIs of good and poor Web sessions on a per-user basis to see if we can identify commonalities among the different users. The results are shown in Fig.7:

For the ‘TO’ client, the performance differences between ‘poor’ and ‘good’ sessions are obvious: median SYNACK, NET.RTT, and RTTs for ‘poor’ sessions are around 500ms, while for ‘good’ sessions, these values range from tens of milliseconds to 500ms for the upper quartile. Loss and duplicated retransmission rates are slightly higher for ‘poor’ sessions than ‘good’ sessions.

For the ‘STEX’ client, the situation is similar to the ‘TO’ client: all the delay related metrics are much higher for the ‘poor’ sessions that for the ‘good’ ones, the same holds for the loss rates. If we compare the number of elements a Web page is composed of, we see that Web sessions rated as ‘poor’ have a higher number of elements.

The ‘ADSL’ user never expressed any dis-satisfaction, which can be expected if we look at its KPIs, which are largely comparable and often even better than the ones for the ‘good’ Web sessions of the ‘STEX’ and ‘TO’ client.

Finally, if we look at the full load times (c.f. Fig.7(d)) we see that the CDFs of the ‘poor’ and the ‘good’ session for both, the ‘TO’ and the ‘STEX’ client are very similar. Also around 90% of the Web sessions rated ‘poor’ take over 10 seconds to fully, while for all three clients between 70% and 80% of the session rated as ‘good’ take less than 10 seconds to get fully loaded.

4.3 Session Anomaly Analysis

So far we used clustering to study the correlation between KPIs of a web session and the user subjective experience. We found a strong correlation between high values for some of the KPI metrics and user dis-satisfaction. In this subsection, we focus on the anomalies in the collected ‘wild’ user web sessions. For each of the KPI metrics, we use the 80-th percentile as a threshold; if the value of
a given metric is larger than its 80-th percentile, we consider that value as anomalous. For each web session in our ‘wild’ home user measurements, we count the number of anomalies in the KPI metrics and group the Web sessions by the number of anomalies into: ‘no anomalies’, ‘1 or 2 anomalies’, ‘3 or 4 anomalies’ and ‘more than 4 anomalies’ to study the relationship between the number of anomalies and user dis-satisfaction. Fig.8(a) presents the KPIs as boxplot, Fig.8(b) gives the geographical distribution of the web pages in each group and and Fig.8(c) shows the page load times.

We can see that Web sessions with three and more anomalies have full load times that are typically larger than 10 sec., resulting very frequently in user dis-satisfaction. These Web sessions are also characterized by high values for the KPIs related to delay and loss and most of these Web pages are hosted in China.

For web sessions with no anomalies, we can see that the Web pages are normally small in terms of number of elements, also KPI metrics such as delays and loss are small. Page load times for these sessions are in nearly 90% of the cases below 10 seconds, resulting a very low percentage of user dis-satisfaction.

While the percentile-based method is complementary to the clustering approach,
our goal remains the same, namely to group web sessions according to their KPI values and to correlate user satisfaction with the values for the KPIs. Moreover, the clustering technique and percentile-based method are related. Tab.2 shows the distribution of the number of anomalous KPIs for the different clusters presented previously in Fig.6. We can clearly see that the Web sessions in cluster 2, which have the lowest percentage of dis-satisfaction, experience no or very few anomalies. A similar observation is true for the Web sessions in cluster 4, which have the largest percentage of poor Web sessions, and also the largest number of anomalies.

5 Related Work

This work builds on our previous work [1] where we presented the measurement architecture but did not carry out any systematic analysis of the measurements.

Different methodologies of collecting user feedback are proposed in the literature. Chen et al. [6] propose the ‘OneClick’ platform, which carefully evaluates the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1 or 2</th>
<th>3 or 4</th>
<th>≥ 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 3</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compared to these works, our work focuses only on Web browsing, the properties on the web pages, and the relation between KPIs and user satisfaction. Our analysis methodology is also inspired by work of A. Hafsouai [9], where methods similar to ours are used to analyze the performance of TCP connections.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We have studied for the case of Web browsing the relationship between low level KPI metrics such as delay and loss and user satisfaction. We use both, controlled browsing and ‘wild’ browsing experiments. We show that (i) by sharing KPIs of web sessions among different ‘home clients’, clustering techniques allow to discover performance differences among Web sessions and the root causes for poor Web sessions; (ii) when focusing on poor Web sessions only, clustering or percentile-based methods allow to explain user dis-satisfaction by looking at the KPIs of the different clusters; (iii) by comparing the values of the KPIs for good and poor Web sessions we can identify the reasons for dis-satisfaction.

As a first extension, we need to solicit more users run our system in order to consolidate our results. We also need to check how the number of clusters for the k-means algorithm is affected by the number of users that participate in the experiment.

As future work, we also plan to extend our system to work in real time and in a distributed fashion but making the agents in the different locations communicate and perform distributed computations such as distributed clustering.

We have seen that there is a strong correlation between large delays or high loss rates and user dis-satisfaction. However, correlation does not imply causality. There are, for instance, many reasons for experiencing large delays or high loss rates such as misconfigured DNS servers, a large buffer at the access link, an overloaded proxy between the client and server or simply the large geographical
distance between the client and the server. We plan to use the framework developed by J. Pearl [10] to study causal relationships.
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